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Indifference to Poetry Statement

Emotion is not hard to feel. It is what it is, and you just feel it, and you must accept it, and
then you must work to process it. It must be handled.

The poetry enclosed within elitist circles reverses this natural process. When reading it, you
must first work to understand it. Define. Decode. Unlock. Unleash. Then, and only then, can
you begin to feel it.

If poetry is meant to speak the reality of all that is unspeakable, then the language of poetry
must be pulsed from the same vein. It should not be constructed to display intelligence,
education, or what is deemed as knowledge by those who somehow always know more
than we do.

~Sarah Imbody
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ON BRANDING DAY

The cowboy, old and thinner
than he's ever been, rides
his favorite mare, on lunch break,
to hide among trees, where he drinks
Ensure, a cupful or less, before returning
to lift his hand, the rope circles
in the air before the calf falls,
caught. His nurse has told him
this—the appetite loss, not the roping—
is a part of death. Soon (in a year
or less) he'll ride out at midnight
to find the silver wolf who once took
five calves. He'll shoot her
in the heart and watch her body
shut down—he who always
went to church. In those green pastures
where foals lie down with snakes,
he'll dare the sheriff to cuff him
and take him to jail.

~ T R Poulson

T R Poulson attends the University of Nevada, Reno. Her work has appeared in Trajectory, Verdad,
Alehouse, Main Channel Voices, and A Dream in the Clouds.
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CRANES

Today I ran to where I could see the cranes
overlooking the sound as April roiled above.
Nearby, a bench held two youths kissing;
me, in my ragged shoes and sweat—we saw
how man is building scaffolds and wings
to cover our faces when the earth showers
glory hosanna amen, and wants for nothing.

~David K. Wheeler

David K. Wheeler is the author of Contingency Plans: Poems, from TS Poetry Press, and the
independently produced album There There. His essays have been featured in The Morning News,
Burnside Writers Collective, The High Calling, as well as The Pacific Northwest Reader, an anthology
from Harper/Delphinium.
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THE SOUND FROM THE FLOOR ABOVE

Abrupt turn of storm into sunshine,
cymbal crash of thunder into bird song,
air, roughed up by the beast,
now landing on a lake of calm.
Unsettling gives way to a warm delineation
of blue-toothed flowers, sparkling grass,
deer nudged by hunger out from the brush.
Here we have it, the lows to the highs,
light embarking on concrete shapes...
maple trees, houses, children on sidewalk.
Weather, routinely blasting away all comers,
now declares possibility,
a clarity, a freshness, never before imagined.
A goose flock are elated.
Frogs ribbit all they know of freedom.
An artist opens his attic window,
taps on his canvas,
the steady beat of brushes.

~John Grey
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MY RESPONSE

What an alphabet soup ...
what he said seemed true,
but what is the use of words
where hundreds of. ..
when I've been unlucky enough to ...
sure words are whole in each center
and wholly appropriate
when describing a thing ...
but what's a squabble?
who's wild mustard?
and wings ...
will they spread? will they fold?
wise men come through
with one more word
but what's left for me?
they describe withered tulips,
the worldwide web ...
I just nudge my tongue a little ...
out comes belly and tan,
ostriches and lemons.

~John Grey

John Grey is an Australian born poet who works as a financial systems analyst. Recently published in
Poem, Caveat Lector, Prism International and the horror anthology, What Fears Become. His work is
upcoming in Potomac Review, Hurricane Review and Pinyon.
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SUNFLOWER POEM

For Teresa & Scooter
shipwrecked in an irish council estate

december 2000

“Glory isn’t what the history books teach:
it’s a flock of buzzards in a field and a great stink.”

Ernesto Cardenal
“Zero Hour” (1954-56)

1

in october
this first year
of the “new” millennium
the lights went out

into the dark

first the shouting
scumbag yellowbelly junkie ride
then the ambulance lights
like glass shattering
and a body gets taken away to hospital
and the police cars always arrive
too late
if they arrive at all
and everyone sits inside
and no one here
knows how to think or feel
only the smartarsed kids on the corner
and the future’s another dead-end place to live
like the past, like a prison
where the wheels turn and
nothing is moving
and the injustice of it grows
on you
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like a cancer,
like the council
with its head up its arse

only the wind,
a savage wind whispering
what can’t be said

words dance in the desperate silence

there are no fireflies
to light the dark
the lights went out
and no one fixed them
there’s some things can’t be fixed
and words can fix nothing
even though, without hope,
they are sharp as whispers
cutting as knives

in my garden in ballyogan
suddenly a single sunflower
like a shooting star

2

in october
the day the wind raged
the week before they bombed the radio station in kabul
a single gunshot in the distance
a single shot disturbing everyone’s sleep
even the crisp bags and plastic bottles
the broken down bikes and burnt-out-cars
the rocks and stones and dead toys
flat on their faces
lying through their teeth like corpses
in a council estate
three men jumped from a van, she said
in the stunning light of nothing ever happening
this woman tried to stop them at
the door
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on the radio tony blair later sent a message to “the world”
after we’ve finished killing everyone, he said
we’ll send in the diplomats and the humanitarian aid
but the light’s gone
and the wind slammed everyone’s door
shut
shattering the glass
into shards like a spider’s web
and no one’s listening
no one gives a shit

my son bolts all the doors at night
to stop the spirits of the undead
being unleashed on the world
in a jihad-type vengeance of surgical air strikes
and cruise missiles,
of bullshit diplomacy and humanitarian aid

and all that matters is
someone toppled the tree on the corner of the court
and no one does anything
no one knows what to do
and the lights gone out
‘cos the wind slammed everyone’s door
shut
shattering the glass
into shards
like a spider’s web

lit blue with ambulance light
in this hospital of a life.

3

in october
the year the planes fell from the sky
no one’s wages went up
only the price
of everything else, of course:
“wages are, above all, also determined
by their relation to the gain, to the profit,
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of the capitalist.”
marx wrote (December 14-30, 1847)
but the bus still don’t arrive
left standing there
the nightsky’s lit
by cruise missiles and tv screens
and ‘everyone’s’ working now,
(the newspapers say)
for the price of a lottery ticket
or a bus ticket out of here

then the wind died down
and the debris lay like corpses
across the estate

and someone was arrested carrying a hatchet
outside the block
someone else smelt petrol...
like in a movie or a life unlived
two suspicious characters without wings
waiting, just waiting...

sometimes the world goes quiet
in its centre
a silence to sharpen your words on
a quiet with jagged edges

in this unvoiced world it’s autumn

and then a hundred children
erupt from the ground
like dragon’s teeth
or springtime
or promises
no one remembers making

4

in october
10 days before they wiped out the shepherd’s village
(200 dead dropping like leaves
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into an ocean of silence)
the news wasn’t good
unread newspapers cluttered the streets
grabbed the wind by its throat
and choked the drains
so when the rain came the streets swam in their
surprise
like the dark and the wind and the silence
all the undead of our council estates
all our broken dreams
like a conspiracy
as if the unvoiced pain of being human
could be washed away
beaten with a baseball bat to a pulp
petrol-bombed and burnt into a beginning
where someone starts
building these ruins afresh

from an open window whitney houston
“and i-e-i-e-i will always, will always LOVE you
(my darling you)”

yes and no,
the sharpened shadows
say

5

in october
after the planes crashed
and some people worried
the world’s coming
to an end
after the government increased their fee
for doing fuckall
and said there’s no money
to do anything else
even though the stock market shook
like a drowned dog no one let in
after someone let loose the tighten-your-belt
experts from the economic and social research institute
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all anyone heard
the next day
there was a fight on the green
between the sony tv screens
and the children’s classroom
between the fairy stories
or lies
advertising our lives
to the world
the truth is
the scars that prove everything
are nothing
to the scars that don’t
the ones no one knows
without listening

the ones we listen to
when there’s nothing much else left
to understand

6

...(in the darkness of your mind
when the light’s gone out
and the barking dogs can’t sleep:
how can the world be so deaf?)

7

and then it’s autumn!
on my bicycle
and the lone ranger never had
to deal with the rubbish and the dirt
the sound of glass breaking
and the screaming at night
the hunted look in children’s eyes
the lost look in children’s eyes

the sharp edge to the dark
the weariness of the streets
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then it’s autumn
and there’s this sadness to the world

no one understands why some people don’t want a home
why they prefer to wander the streets of their dreams
endlessly
in search of hope

it’s autumn and the air sighs
and the leaves drop like tears
and there are no communists anymore
and the people don’t talk of justice

and down this long tunnel
of faces
when the shouting stops
when the lies stop screaming
it’s like something wants to be born but can’t
there’s something needed
but no one knows what it is

something’s dyin’ and it better die soon
before we are all
the rest of us
corpses
like the rest of this shiny new world

we, the people who own nothing,
not even a life.

~ Séamas Carraher

Séamas Carraher was born in Dublin, Ireland in 1956. He lives on the Ballyogan Estate, in South
County Dublin. Recent publications include poems in Bone Orchard Poetry, Istanbul Literary Review
and Pemmican. Previously his work has been published in Left Curve, Compages, Poetry Ireland
Review, Anthology of Irish Poetry and the Irish Socialist (newspaper).
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bathyal

and i was a child in your arms then.
you held my perpetually 7 year old little girl self while i cried
into your otter skin and you absorbed me and smoothed it all away in your sweet tea tone.
your full arms held my rattling ribcage together
a private cove and harbor for my sea tossed galleon.
your bright red mouth talked of tapping
your foot on hardwood, sounding, looking for soft spots. and we laughed
through picket fence teeth while bailing waist deep water
out of the bottom of our boats singing
‘i swear to god i’m not a sinking ship’

and this is love.

~Lauren Payne

Lauren Payne is a 26 year old unemployed drinker with a writing problem. “As a failed dancer and the
kind of woman that kills relationships the way some people kill house plants, her writing comes out
like spurts of blood from a semi-fatal knife wound.”
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RAISING

Play make believe
because parents won't leave
Won't let empty halls gobble you up
like vermin on the run
Branched out on an epitaph
humming peacefully
amid shoulder cracks and
brawny boulders bowing out of the race
because it's too much stress and
too much work to keep an awkward stone
clean and round

The noises aren't too loud or abrupt but
just enough to take your head downstairs
and slam it up against a book
Zoning rhythmic ant shaking chants
of mostly sweat scant tears

Like a snake in outward venom
and a mute cowering inside a dark divide
The whistle hisses hot upstairs
Gets all the passions drooling
Only later comes the cooling of pitchforks
to dig into the yard and not burn the
green whispers into oblivion

Huff and heave out of the playpen
Come back again
Find the old coils of smoke and clamor have left
Shades are drawn
Star-white syrup pours in through the basilisk door
and shatters its pointy scales
What's more
The lot has grown back their tails
Finally, dandelions are wagging

~Cameron LaFlam
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FIRST AND ONLY

Once an infant, always an orange.
Impossibility of like-mind rhyme
in a dance along the rind.

Uniqueness could blather on a morsel more—

but soon every ear would become privy
to echoes hollowing out your dent of a cavern.
Afraid of lanterns; prefer mystery.

Now a small-time starlet sprawled out on the ashtray porch
with a bee-hive eye
glistening mad—

Honey bears hungry for another lit torch.

Scrubbed to the root of orchard sleep
like a hunk of fruit interrogated
for the secrets in its juice.
Just a seed or two nestled in the ooze.
Rip it out, I dare you.

~Cameron LaFlam

Cameron LaFlam, born and raised in Washington State, has never dipped his toes in the Indian Ocean.
He writes out of curiosity, and ecstasy, and boredom.
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THE MANDATORY DAILY MEETING OF THE LOS ANGELES BUS RIDERS UNION LOCAL 238

Indistinct from the finely grooved metal “all over,” and
indistinct from the others who are
sitting scattered on the bleachers, arms at their sides, hands
palm down on their thighs.

Maybe the anodized finish caused.
Maybe the compromised
endurance limit of this alloy caused. Maybe the
purely imaginary, god-like perspective
the graduated tiers of grooved
low density metal planks
our anamorphic images are painted over
requires to see us as we truly are

caused this interconnected feeling that holds us
here as prey for any gust of wind that may disperse the morning
mist like wisps of cotton over the empty and
unused athletic field behinds us.

Not distorted by the natural perspective
of the people who walk on the sidewalk or drive
past where we sit, unobserved, we consider the fixed point
of the keyhole that blinks with the black
wings of angels above.

Threaded shafts of bolts through holes
drilled as tight collars writhe
to saw and grind.
No moving parts is a real gamble.

~Mark Parsons

Mark Parsons currently lives in Japan. He has had poems published in Indiana Review, CrossConnect,
Curbside Splendor, and Smalldoggies.
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CLEANSE

Time was we gathered stillborn apples and morels
To glut the body cavities of two buttered hens,

And you said the sensation of finding a dead animal
Feels a little like déjà vu. At the roadside, where the bear

Was dead already—shapeless as a spilled bucket of shadows
—We might have plucked two hairs from his haunches,

Each as black as a mascaraed eyelash,
And as oily; and sowed them both in some ensorcelled soil

To sprout an orchid, an apple tree—
Whatever else a bear digests before expiring.

This menace, also, is familiar:
If I had ancient wisdom, I would pronounce an ancient syllable

To evict the insects and the vulgar phantoms
From our inevitable torsos. Because

For ten days now we’ve dieted on dandelion leaves,
Rain water, and red grapes—if by autumn

Your skin turns mossy or my teeth to hematite,
Then every ounce of iron in our blood

Must rust; already we’ve gone to sleep together
Facing the true north. Already the gaunt apricots have come

And gone. Even in this ample season, we starve
Our very toxins into exodus—already, you ask me, is it working?

And I am startled by the sound of your voice;
Having not heard it in ten days, I thought perhaps

It too had fled—to fall in love with the thunder,
Be jilted; and retire to less hungered tongues.

~Mitchell Storar

Mitchell Storar has had poems appear in Jelly Bucket and Weave. He’s a freelance graphic designer and essayist, an
EMT, and a med school candidate. He lives with his wife in rural Virginia, south of Charlottesville.
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GRASSLAND

who would want to be on mud prairie
in August

heave both legs through gumbo
and heat under no eye in the sky

the too-bright earlier greens have an
effect of immaturity now
and only pothole water ages

river and mind are glutted but find
no outlet

wait in a crampédness
for sunlight to evaporate them

no one imagined that red clover
blooming on wet sand prairie would have
to do with anything one wanted

~Rodney Nelson

Rodney Nelson's work began appearing in mainstream journals long ago; but he turned to fiction and
did not write a poem for twenty-two years, restarting in the 2000’s. He has worked as a copy editor in
the Southwest and now lives in the northern Great Plains. Recently, his poem "One Winter" won a
Poetry Kit Award for 2011 (U.K.); it had appeared in Symmetry Pebbles.
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LOST ROAD

Weary me and sullen you
as the night grows cold
and our search back to each other
becomes more difficult, more cold.
The last heart has only one pulse
and dissension shall sever us.
If I never sleep and have the dream
and spend your nights in bitter myth,
strained fingers creeping over braille,
touch will never be our resolution.
The midnight harpist strums,
plucking a lover’s melody
and I sing alone,
while the plaster Buddha on the mantel
broods and may or may not pray.

~Gary Beck

Gary Beck has spent most of his adult life as a theater director. A collection of his poetry, Days of
Destruction was published by Skive Press, and another collection, Expectations, was published by
Rogue Scholars Press. His novel Acts of Defiance is being published by Trestle Press. His original plays
and translations of Moliere, Aristophanes and Sophocles have been produced Off Broadway. He
currently lives in New York City.
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Behind the Choices

As a child, I typed stories on my mother’s typewriter. It was missing the “p,” but it still
allowed me to swiftly crank out version after version of the same narrative—that of a
young girl who finds a secret tree house in her backyard. The décor of this hidden abode
was all that was lacking in my family’s mobile home. And as the tree house belonged only to
Clara, my protagonist, the story itself was my own, forged again and again from the
confines of my bedroom, away from the pressures of getting good grades and the tense
aftermath of my parents’ arguments.

Looking back, my stories were simply those of a child, but they nonetheless embody what
good writing is to me today. It transports us to a different place, or, perhaps more
importantly, it lets us know the emotional place we are in is okay, that what we are feeling
is not singular. The “good writing” we read, and to which we are drawn, is what we would
have created to convey our own contemplations, had someone else not done so first. It
makes us feel connected to the rest of humanity. This is a demanding feat for a writer: to
forge poignant connections between oneself and the world through mere words on a page.

The poems I chose for this issue achieve this. They all tell some kind of story, and each story
conveys a clear emotion. The impression of feeling in these poems is two-fold. First, the
emotion is imbedded in each poem’s story—in the setting, in the descriptions, in the
characters. Through these aspects of storytelling, the poems clearly communicated their
core emotions. Second, while the emotion varied from poem to poem, another successful
aspect of these poems is that they each elicited that emotion in the reader (in this case,
me).

This was where the craft of writing came into effect. Once I began to linger over a particular
poem because of the feeling it both contained and created, then I worked to determine
how the poem (and, ultimately, the poet) accomplished these feats. As I did this, I
discovered layer upon layer of meaning in each piece. Stories were hidden within stories
and connected through clear images. Literary devices, initially hidden, sprang forth to add
complexity. Precise diction revealed intention. Statements of truth continued to haunt me
with each re-reading.
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All of this was achieved through a careful arrangement of letters and white space.

I’ve debated with myself about whether or not to discuss each poem separately, but I
ultimately decided against it, primarily because I do not want to act as the giver of
knowledge and influence readers into a particular interpretation of each poem. Perhaps the
emotion I felt when reading each poem will not be the same one felt by a different reader.
Ultimately, my hope is that readers will be drawn into each poem the way I was and work
to ascertain how “good writing” made that possible.

~Sarah Imbody
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FAMILY VACATION

An unhappy melody
swirls in my head,
sounds of the past,
Oldies crackling
on the car radio.
A warming engine
and windshield wipers
flapping back and forth.

The luggage is loaded
and the cooler
packed with sandwiches.
Dad and the kids
are in the car,
with eyes turned
to the house,
still waiting for Mom
to open the front door
and stride across the porch.

~Francis DiClemente

Francis DiClemente lives in Syracuse, New York, where he works as a video producer. In his spare time
he writes and takes photographs. He is the author of Outskirts of Intimacy, a poetry chapbook
published by Flutter Press.
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THOUGH LEVON HELM IS DEAD

After nearly losing a finger,
my wife watched the turtle
move to the music
of April beautifully,
slowly,
fiercely,
rocking out
a rhythm
in the wet and glittering
grass toward the pond.

~Mark Jackley

Mark Jackley is the author of several chapbooks, most recently Every Green Word (Finishing Line
Press), and a full-length collection, There Will Be Silence While You Wait (Plain View Press). His work
has appeared in Sugar House Review, Pebble Lake Review, 10x3 Plus and other journals. He lives in
Sterling, VA.


